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INTRODUCTION

Open-source software (OSS) is software that can be
used freely in the public domain but is often copy-
righted by the original authors under an open-source
license such as the GNU General Public License
(GPL). Given its free nature, one might believe that
OSS is inherently inferior to proprietary software, yet
this often is not the case. Many OSS applications are
superior or on par with their proprietary competitors
(e.g., MySQL, Apache Server, Linux, and Star Of-
fice). OSS is a potentially disruptive technology
(Christensen, 1997) because it is often cheaper, more
reliable, simpler, and more convenient than propri-
etary software.

Because OSS can be of high quality and capable
of performing mission-critical tasks, it is becoming
common in industry; the majority of Web sites, for
example, use Apache as the Web server. The deploy-
ment of OSS is proving to be a productive way to
counter the licensing fees charged by proprietary
software companies. An organized approach to dis-
tributing cost-effective OSS products is intensifying
as companies such as RedHat and IBM co-brand OSS
products to establish market presence.

From a business perspective, the entire OSS move-
ment has been strategically anti-intuitive because it is
based on software developers freely sharing source

code—an act that flies in the face of traditional
proprietary models. This movement raises two ques-
tions this article aims to address: (1) why would
individuals write software and share it freely? and (2)
how can software firms make money from OSS?
Before fully addressing these questions, this article
examines the historical development of OSS.

OSS HISTORY

A strategic irony of the software industry is that its
foundation rests primarily on OSS principles. Soft-
ware development in the 1960s and 1970s was steered
primarily by government and academia. Software
developers working in the field at the time considered
it a normal part of their research culture to exchange,
modify, and build on one another’s software (Von
Krogh, 2003). Richard Stallman, a professor and
programmer at MIT, was a strong advocate and
contributor to this culture of open, collaborative
software development. Despite Professor Stallman’s
influence, MIT eventually stopped exchanging
sourcecode with other universities to increase its
research funding through proprietary software licens-
ing. Offended by MIT’s decision to limit code sharing,
Professor Stallman founded the Free Software Foun-
dation in 1985 and developed the General Public
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License (GPL) to preserve free code sharing
(Bretthauer, 2002).

In the formative years of the software industry,
Stallman’s free software movement grew slowly; in
the early 1990s, however, the concept of code sharing
grew more rapidly for a couple of reasons. First, “free
software” was renamed “OSS,” a name that spread
rapidly throughout the code-sharing community
(Fitzgerald & Feller, 2001). Second, the OSS move-
ment received a boost from the advent of the World
Wide Web (WWW). The Web provided an opportu-
nity for Internet users to quickly and conveniently
share their code.

WHY DEVELOPERS WRITE OSS

The majority of OSS software developers fall into one
of the following three categories: freelancers, soft-
ware enthusiasts, or professionals. Freelancers enjoy
the challenges associated with developing OSS and
providing services to the OSS community to further
their own careers. When freelancers create modules
of code, they often include their contact information
inside the modules (Lerner & Tirole, 2002). This
allows businesses to contact the developers to request
their future services.

Software enthusiasts are people who contribute to
OSS simply out of the joy and challenge of doing so,
with little regard for professional advancement. En-
thusiasts are often university students who want to
participate in the development of free software and
who receive personal gratification from participating
in real-world OSS development projects and gaining
the respect of the OSS community.

Even though OSS is “free” software, many com-
panies hire professional developers to work on im-
proving OSS code. RedHat, a Linux support com-
pany, hires developers to fix bugs in OSS code and to
create new applications (Lerner & Tirole, 2002).
Other companies hire OSS developers because their
systems run OSS applications and they need develop-
ers to customize the code for specific business pur-
poses. Table 1 summarizes the different motivations
for joining OSS projects and shows them on a
spectrum of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMICS

Proprietary software

The strategic motivation behind the creation of pro-
prietary software is to set up high switching costs for
consumers. For such companies their developers’
resulting source code becomes the company’s intel-
lectual property and an unshared key company asset.
Once customers purchase proprietary software, they
must pay for updates continually to keep the software
current, and often to receive full customer support
(Delong & Froomkin, 2000). Most customers will pay
these fees because of the lock in that occurs from the
often costly prohibitive tradeoff of implementing a
completely new system.

Microsoft is an example of a company that has
succeeded in proprietary software, largely because
they have a focused strategy of selling complemen-
tary products and services to their installed base of
Windows users (Shapiro & Varian, 1998): Offering

Table 1. Developer motivations
 

Intrinsic Extrinsic 

Enthusiast Freelancer Professional 

• Learn    

•Earn respect  

•Challenge of  
developing code 
 

•Receive future job  
  opportunities  
   

• Programming    
income   
  

•Customize OSS   
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